But the straight line, itself an abstraction, and the flat plane for its own
sake, had characterized my buildings from the first hour on my own
account I had become building-conscious.
Never much interested in 'realism', I was already dissatisfied with the
realistic element in any building. Like 'Breaking Home Ties' in painting,
the Rogers Groups in sculpture, or Liberty covers today, the work of the
period was flat on its stomach to the 'realistic'. Or else the buildings were
the usual dull and vulgar imitations of the old styles, false and imitative.
I admired nothing going on in architecture at the time this design for the
Midway Gardens became due to happen.
I clearly saw my trusty T-square and aspiring triangle as means to the
Midway Garden end I had in view.
I meant to get back to first principles—pure form in everything; weave
a masonry-fabric in beautiful pattern in genuine materials and good
construction, bring painting and sculpture in to heighten and carry all
still further into the realm of the Lamp in the same Spirit. A synthesis of
all the Arts.
Yes, why not have the whole Gardens as consistently a unit for once in
a century as anything in noble music Max Bendix could find to play in
them, Why then not go back to the source, bring form alive again in my
own way, making a true chime to the tune of imagination in Chicago.
Forms could be made into a festival for the eye no less than music made
a festival for the ear. I knew. And this could all be genuine building, not
mere scene painting.
Well, yes, but how about the Chicago audience? Would Chicago be able
to see that if it did happen? Chicago was far behind in judging qualities in
either form, sound or colour. But I believed that was because she never
had a chance to choose the real thing. Notwithstanding 'The Fair', the
Arts were yet to come to Chicago. A painting still had to be a picture; and
the more the picture could be mistaken for the real object, the better
Chicago liked the work. Sculpture the same way. That too had to look
'real* and if it could seem so to the touch, why, that was greatest sculpture.
Would Chicago respond to adventure into the realm of the abstract in the
sense that I wanted to go into it? Did Chicago know what 'abstraction'
meant anyway? Perhaps not. Certainly not. Why be silly.
But I didn't argue these points with anyone but myself. I kept still
about them. After all, what did these subjective matters signify to others?
Fortunately, human beings are really childlike in the best sense when
directly appealed to by simple, strong forms and pure, bright colour.
Chicago was not sophisticated. Chicago was still unspoiled. So probably
all this could go straight to the Chicago heart if it would.
Meantime the straight line, square, triangle and circle I had learned to
play with in Kindergarten were set to work in this developing sense of
abstraction, by now my habit, to characterize the architecture, painting
and sculpture of the Midway Gardens. Most places of the kind I had seen
at home or abroad were phantasy developed as a cheap, erotic foolishness.
A kind of papier-mAch^ scene painting. In the Midway Gardens there was
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